Twelve Gates to the City
Traditional Southern Spiritual

Bb Tenor Sax

Moderate-strong

Refrain

Arr: Jan Wolters

Oh, what a beautiful city!

F Bb F F F7 Dm

Guitar

Bass

Oh, what a beautiful city!

Am C7 Dm7 C7 F F7 Dm7 F

Twelve gates to the city,  hal - le - lu - jah!

Bb9 F C7 F Bb F
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Verse

Three gates in the east

Three gates in the west,

F

Three gates in the north,

Three gates in the south, Making it

F

Three gates in the city, hallelujah!

Bb9

F C7 F
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Refrain

Oh, what a beautiful city! Oh, what a beautiful city!

Dm7 C7 F F7 Dm7 F

Twelve gates to the city, hallelujah!

Bb9 F C7 F Bb F